Navigation Using the iPad

Use the front and back controls in the bottom right corner to navigate through the course. Pages do not advance with normal iPad finger swipe across the screen.

Question mark takes you to visual site map with links to all the pages in the course.
Introduction

Whether you are new to the field of conservation or have dedicated your entire career to this cause... whether you are an employee of a state or Federal agency, or work in the private sector... your mastery of wildlife conservation should include a thorough understanding of America's Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration Program.

Whitetail deer reach record levels under wildlife management

Credit: NM Department of Game and Fish

You can turn the audio narration on and off by using this button on the audio controls.
Video links will open in a separate window. Click the X in the upper left tab across the top of screen to close the window and return to the course.
Navigation
Using a PC

Click or tap here to discover what you will learn

Help me navigate this course (iPad or PC).pdf

Question mark takes you to visual site map with links to all the pages in the course.

Use the front and back controls to navigate through the course.

If you must scroll vertically to see navigation controls, adjust zoom level down to 95% (or lower) in lower right hand corner.

Good directly to test
Introduction

Whether you are new to the field of conservation or have dedicated your entire career to this cause...whether you are an employee of a state or Federal agency, or work in the private sector...your mastery of wildlife conservation should include a thorough understanding of America’s Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration Program.

NM Game and Fish biologists collect bighorn sheep data.

Credit: NM Department of Game and Fish

Whitetail deer reach record levels under wildlife management.

Credit: NM Department of Game and Fish

You can turn the audio narration off and on using the start and stop button on the user controls.
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